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Aram Khachaturian (1903-1978)
Sergei Lyapunov (1859-1924)

to Balakirev (after the older composer’s death in
1910 he completed his Second Piano Concerto
and published his posthumous works). In 1893,
together with Balakirev and Liadov, Lyapunov
was commissioned by the Imperial Geographical
Society to make expeditions to collect folksongs
in various parts of the Russian Empire,
especially its northern territories: an endeavour
which resulted in it publishing a monumental
three-volume collection of such material.

The two composers represented here symbolize
two entirely different eras in Russian music,
Lyapunov from the end of the Romanov Empire
and Khachaturian from the height of the Soviet
Union, yet their works are perhaps more an
expression of continuities, of perennial concerns
for Russian composers – such as the need to
integrate folkloric elements with the demands
of sophisticated musical structures for concert
performance, and adherence to the great
Russian traditions of violin-playing that go
back to the middle of the 19th century.

From 1891 to 1902 Lyapunov was assistant
director of the Imperial Chapel, from 1908 to
1911 director of the Free Musical School, and
from 1910 to 1918 professor of piano at the
St Petersburg Conservatory. In 1919, after the
October Revolution, he left Russia and took refuge
in Paris, where he died in 1924 at the age of 64.
Only the previous year, the leading critic and
Russian music authority M. D. Calvocoressi had
written in Eaglefield Hull’s notable Dictionary of
Modern Music and Musicians that Lyapunov was
‘nowadays … the foremost living representative
of the nationalist tendencies as exemplified in
the works of Balakirev and his contemporaries’.

Sergei Mikhailovich Lyapunov was born in
Yaroslav on 30 November (18 November New
Style) 1859. He studied first in Nizhny-Novgorod
and then from 1878 to 1883 at the Moscow
Conservatory, where Karl Klindworth was among
his piano teachers and Sergei Taneyev his mentor
in composition. Subsequently he settled in St
Petersburg, where he came to know the surviving
members of the Moguchaya Kutchka or ‘mighty
handful’, the Russian Nationalist grouping of
composers led by Balakirev. Developing as a
folklorist, conductor and virtuoso pianist as well
as a composer, Lyapunov was particularly close

As that verdict suggests, Lyapunov’s idiom
remained fairly conservative by the standards of
the early 20th century, comfortably ensconced in
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the well-established patterns of ‘St Petersburg
Classicism’ – against which his younger
contemporaries (such as Stravinsky and
Prokofiev) reacted so strongly. But for Lyapunov
that Russo-Germanic style, so strongly policed
by Rimsky-Korsakov, Glazunov and those
who chose the programmes of the prestigious
Beliaeff Concerts (financed by the wealthy
entrepreneur Mitrofan Beliaeff, who also ran a
publishing house devoted to Russian music in
Leipzig), was not – as it became for some – a
form of dutiful academic nationalism. Moreover,
like Balakirev, he was much influenced by
the music of Franz Liszt, as can be heard most
clearly in his copious output of piano music,
much of it of virtuoso standard and including
a monumental set of 12 Études d’Éxécution
Transcendante composed between 1897 and
1905 and intended as a continuation of Liszt’s
own Transcendental Etudes. Lyapunov’s other
works include two symphonies, two piano
concertos, a Rhapsody on Ukrainian Themes
for piano and orchestra, an exotic oriental
tone-poem Hashish and a large number of
songs and partsongs.

and revised it in 1921, making it an exact
contemporary of what is probably his most
important chamber work, the Sextet Op. 63
for piano, string quartet and double bass.
Although the concerto was premiered in
Petrograd on 22 November 1916 by the
violinist I. R. Nalbandian, this was only with
piano accompaniment: the first known
performance with orchestra took place in Moscow
on 19 December 1944, given by the violinist
Yulian Sitkovetsky and an orchestra conducted
by V. Degtyarenko. The revision, completed
in Paris on 28 February 1921, was largely
devoted to improving the solo part, in collaboration
with the violinist and composer Joseph Achron.
Like a number of recent Russian concertos
(eg Arensky’s for violin, Rimsky-Korsakov’s
and Glazunov’s for piano) Lyapunov cast his
Violin Concerto in a single large movement. It
opens Allegro appassionato with a flowing yet
dark-hued theme announced by the violin in
its lowest register. The pervasive 3/4 time
occasionally gives the music the character of
a passionate waltz, and soloist and orchestra
develop this theme with increasing ardour until
the introduction of a gorgeous and melancholically
expressive second subject, Un poco più
tranquillo, which appears in F major (the

Lyapunov’s Violin Concerto in D minor, Op. 61,
his only essay in the genre, was written in
1915; he completed it on 9 August of that year,
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relative major of D minor). After this has also
been developed, and the first theme briefly
restated, concluding what would normally be
the exposition of a sonata-form movement,
Lyapunov introduces a playful scherzo-like episode
with a new, rather folk-like theme, which he
ingeniously combines in counterpoint with the
concerto’s opening theme.

fiery concluding bars that bring the concerto to an
end in breathtaking style.
Aram Ilyich Khachaturian was born in Kidzhori
near Tblisi on June 6th 1903 to a poor Armenian
family. In his youth, he was fascinated by the
music he heard around him, but he remained
self-taught until the early 1920s, when he
moved to Moscow where his brother had become
stage director of the Second Moscow Art Theatre.
Although he had almost no musical education,
Khachaturian showed such promise that he
was admitted to the Gnessin Institute, where he
studied cello and, from 1925, composition with
the Institute’s founder, the Russian-Jewish
composer Mikhail Gnessin. In 1929, he entered
the Moscow Conservatory where he studied
composition with Nikolai Myaskovsky and
orchestration with Sergei Vasilenko. He graduated
in 1934 and wrote most of his important works
– the symphonies, ballets and the principal
concertos – over the following 20 years. In 1951,
he became professor at the Gnessin State Musical
and Pedagogical Institute (Moscow) and at the
Moscow Conservatory. He also held important
posts at the Composers’ Union: he became deputy
chairman of the Moscow branch in 1937, and
was appointed vice-chairman of the Organizing
Committee of Soviet Composers in 1939.

Further development leads to an Adagio in D
flat major that serves the concerto as a ‘slow
movement’ and has its own mellifluous theme
which the soloist decorates in filigree fashion.
Within the Adagio is a magical central episode,
in which the violin is accompanied by harp
while in dialogue with the woodwind and muted
strings. After this section the opening Allegro
appassionato returns, initiating a recapitulatory
section in which we not only re-encounter the
second subject – now in D major – but also a
return of the folk-like scherzando material.
When this has run its course the soloist is finally
allowed a large-scale unaccompanied cadenza
of transcendental virtuosity, that draws together
the work’s various threads and leads to a
Più mosso, agitato coda in which the demands
of the violin writing remain just as formidable.
The coda culminates in a brief, passionate
apotheosis of the Adagio theme before the
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In 1948, however, he temporarily fell from official
favour and was condemned by Andrei Zhdanov,
secretary of the Communist Party’s Central
Committee, along with Shostakovich, Prokofiev,
Myaskovsky and other Soviet composers as
‘formalist’ and ‘anti-popular’. This despite the
fact that the composers in question became
established internationally as the leading
figures in Soviet Music, and that Khachaturian
had always striven to incorporate Armenian folk
elements into his music. He, like the others,
was forced to make a public apology for his
‘stylistic deviations from the socialist path’. In
time, however, Khachaturian was able to regain
official favour, and after the death of Stalin he
was the first prominent composer to call publicly
for the relaxation of bureaucratic restraints on
composers’ creative work. He received many
state awards both before and after the Zhdanov
decree, and went on to serve again as Secretary
of the Board of the Composers’ Union, from
1957. Though Khachaturian lived most of his life
in Moscow (where he died in 1978) he was buried in
Yerevan, Armenia, along with other distinguished
who made Armenian art accessible to the whole
world. In 1998, he was honoured by appearing on
the Armenian 50-dram banknote.

Though probably most widely known for
his famous ballets Gayane and Spartacus,
Khachaturian is also celebrated for his series
of concertos – indeed the Piano Concerto
(1936) and Violin Concerto (1940) have become
part of the standard 20th-century repertoire.
While those works are in the standard three
movements, in the early 1960s Khachaturian
composed a series of one-movement concertos
– or ‘concerto-rhapsodies’, as he called them –
one each for violin, cello and piano. The first
of these was the Concerto-Rhapsody in B flat
minor for violin and orchestra composed in
1961-62; in its single-movement arch and
episodic form, not to mention its underlying
romanticism, it is not impossibly distant, stylistically,
from Lyapunov’s concerto. Khachaturian composed
the work for the violinist Leonid Kogan, who
gave the premiere on 3 November 1962 with
the Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Kiril Kondrashin.
By this stage of his career Khachaturian’s
music was less concerned with Armenian
intonation and colouring, or with the aggressive
rhythms of his earlier music, and his
orchestration had become more impressionistic.
The Concerto-Rhapsody combines the various
appearances of a principal theme, which haunts
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the work despite many side episodes, with
an overall two-part, fast-slow form distantly
reminiscent of the rhapsodies of Liszt, Bartók and
Enescu. It is so inventive, within its smaller compass,
that it is probably a finer work than the
better-known 1940 Violin Concerto, a work in
which repetition tends to steer near to redundancy.

typically aggressive rhythmic writing for brass
and percussion makes itself felt. The headlong
vigour of the music slows for a time as the
opening theme returns, opening up a vein of
soulful passion for soloist and orchestra, as
do other, haunting elements from the work’s
opening moments. But evocations of folk-dance
provoke the biggest climax so far, and the
outcome is a fiery and virtuosic closing section
that drives to an exhilaratingly decisive close.

The Concerto-Rhapsody opens in lamenting
mood, with imploring music for strings and
brass set against a mysterious ostinato and
creating a tense, uneasy atmosphere. Flute and
harp lead to the entry of the soloist, with an
elaborate cadenza-like monologue which leads
to a rhapsodic statement and elaboration of
the main theme over pulsating wind chords.
The music becomes more animated and the
solo part ever more decorative, assuming an
increasingly folk-like character, before reaching
an eloquently soulful version of the main theme
that marks the mid-point of the piece and
the lyrical high point so far. Despite its
kaleidoscopic changes of colour, the music
is somehow hypnotic in its gradual building-up
of tension.

Towards the end of his life Khachaturian wrote
a series of works for solo string instruments,
which formed his final musical legacy. The
Sonata-Monologue for solo violin was his
penultimate work, composed in 1975 for the
gifted Kiev-born violinist Viktor Pikaizen, a
pupil of David Oistrakh. Khachaturian may have
been thinking of Pikaizen’s reputation as an
exponent of the unaccompanied violin works
of Paganini and J. S. Bach, which he had made
very much his own in terms of repertoire. The
term ‘monologue’ in the title is no conventional
epithet: Khachaturian was clearly inspired by
the idea of the violinist as a lonely, bardic
voice, and the folkloric aspects of his style
are accordingly in prominence once again.
The implied image of the work is that of an
Armenian ashug or itinerant bard and mystic

Robustly fiddling, gypsy-style music for the
soloist opens the work’s livelier and more
brilliant second half, in which Khachaturian’s
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HIDEKO UDAGAWA
VIOLIN
Hideko Udagawa has performed extensively
throughout the world and captivates international
audiences with her artistry and enthusiasm. Critics
have acclaimed her performances, commending
her passionate commitment, dazzling agility and
refinement of taste. As a protégée of Nathan
Milstein, she has inherited the great Russian
romantic tradition of violin playing. Her performances
have spanned 30 countries across Europe, North
America and Asia-Pacific, and more than 100
cities and towns in the United Kingdom alone.

The single-movement Sonata-Monologue juxtaposes
voluble, rhapsodic outpourings in alternation
with more obstinate rhythmic episodes where a
single phrase may be explored through exhaustive
repetition, but the overall effect is of something
concentrated and controlled. The monologue
character, like a keening or protesting vocalise,
has a power and intensity offset dramatically by
the forward drive of the more rhythmic sections.
The music passes through a succession of
emotional states, only to end in a questioning,
unresolved coda, as if the lone figure of the
bard, still singing, has passed on into the distance.

Ms Udagawa made her orchestral debut in
London with the London Symphony Orchestra
under Sir Charles Mackerras, playing Bruch’s
Concerto in G minor at the Barbican Hall.
Highlights from her other engagements include
performances with the Philharmonia under Leonard
Slatkin, Royal Philharmonic under Paavo Jarvi,
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic under Marek
Janowski, City of Birmingham Symphony under
Okko Kamu, London Mozart Players under
Matthias Bamert, Russian National under
Paavo Berglund and the Moscow Philharmonic,
as well as the English Chamber, National Symphony
and Bavarian Radio orchestras.

© 2012 by Malcolm MacDonald
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In addition to live performances, Ms Udagawa
has made a number of recordings which draw
on her wide-ranging repertoire of over 40
concerti. She is particularly enthusiastic about
discovering great unrecorded works. Her CD of
works by Aram Khachaturian with the pianist
Boris Berezovsky, for Koch International, includes
seven world premiere recordings, and her CD
of works by Rachmaninov with the pianist
Konstantin Lifschitz, for Signum Records, also
includes previously unrecorded pieces. Her
recent CD with the Philharmonia Orchestra
was released by Signum Records in 2010 to
coincide with her recital in Cadogan Hall. This
CD was chosen as ‘Presenter’s Choice’ by
Classic FM Magazine and includes premiere
recordings of works for violin and orchestra by
Joachim and Ysaye.

© Sussie Ahlburg

who improvises songs: it is worth noting that
two of Khachaturian’s earliest works were a
piece entitled Roaming Ashug’s Song for cello
and piano (1925) and a Song-Poem, In Honour
of the Ashugs, for violin and piano (1929).

In addition, she has made a twelve-city tour in
North America with the Mozarteum Orchestra
of Salzburg and tours in Japan with Warsaw
Philharmonic under Kazimierz Kord and with
Japan Philharmonic. She has also toured as
a guest soloist with many visiting orchestras to
the United Kingdom, including Berlin Symphony,
Polish Chamber and Bucharest Philharmonic.
Invitations to many international festivals
have included the George Enescu, City of
London, Norfolk & Norwich, Perth, Brno, Ankara
and Assisi festivals.

Other recordings include the Bruch and Brahms
Violin Concerti with London Symphony under Sir
Charles Mackerras for Chandos and Glazunov’s
Violin Concerto, together with other works by
Tchaikovsky, Chausson, Sarasate and Saint-Säens,
with London Philharmonic on Carlton Classics.
She has also made recordings of Heifetz
transcriptions with Pavel Gililov for ASV and
violin virtuoso pieces for Toshiba-EMI. As the
great-granddaughter of one of Japan’s historically
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most influential prime ministers, she enjoys the
international performer’s role as a cultural
ambassador. Among several performances for the
United Nations, she played at its 50th anniversary
concerts in Vienna’s Konzerthaus and the Victoria
Hall in Geneva. She has also presented a recital in
Tokyo in the presence of their Imperial Highnesses,
the Crown Prince and Princess of Japan.

work, and recordings. Throughout its history, the
Orchestra has been directed by distinguished
conductors including Rudolf Kempe, Antal Doráti,
André Previn, Vladimir Ashkenazy and Daniele
Gatti. Today the Orchestra continues to enjoy
the support of high-ranking conductors such
as Pinchas Zukerman, Grzegorz Nowak and
Daniele Gatti.

Hideko Udagawa studied with Nathan Milstein,
who was her only teacher in the West, in
London and at the Juilliard School in New
York. After living in Tokyo and New York, she
is now making her home in London.
www.hidekoudagawa.com

Central to the RPO’s thriving concert schedule
is its prestigious annual series at Southbank
Centre’s Royal Festival Hall. At the Orchestra’s
London home Cadogan Hall, the intimate and
luxurious surroundings provide the perfect
concert atmosphere in an idyllic location.
Completing the Orchestra’s London programme
of concerts, the iconic Royal Albert Hall provides
the ideal setting for a varied series of monumental
performances, ranging from large-scale choral
and orchestral works to themed evenings of
familiar repertoire.

ROYAL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA
Formed in 1946 by Sir Thomas Beecham,
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO) has
enjoyed more than sixty-five years of success,
giving first-class performances of a wide range
of musical repertoire all over the world with
artists of the highest calibre. Under the inspired
leadership of Artistic Director and Principal
Conductor Charles Dutoit, the Orchestra
maintains and builds on a demanding schedule
of performances, tours, community and education

The Orchestra offers a comprehensive regional
touring programme, with established residencies
in Croydon, Northampton, Lowestoft, Reading,
Crawley, Ipswich, High Wycombe, Aylesbury and
Dartford. Internationally the Orchestra is in high
demand, undertaking several major tours each
season. Recent tours have included performances
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in the USA, Canada, China, Russia, Azerbaijan,
Spain, Italy, Germany and Japan. The Orchestra’s
vibrant community and education programme,
RPO resound, involves specially trained musicians
from the Orchestra, alongside accomplished
project leaders, delivering pioneering projects
where music is used as a powerful and
inspirational force. Frequently found in the
recording studio, the Orchestra records extensively
for film and television as well as for all the major
commercial record companies.
www.rpo.co.uk
ALAN BURIBAYEV
Alan Buribayev began his tenure as Principal
Conductor of the RTE National Symphony
Orchestra in Dublin in September 2010 while
continuing his role as Chief Conductor of the
Brabants Orchestra in the Netherlands. Highly
acclaimed for his intensity and spontaneity,
his precision and musicianship is equally
praised, and his success brings him regular
invitations to guest conduct at the highest
level. Alan Buribayev has previously worked
with many of Europe’s major orchestras, such
as the London Philharmonic Orchestra, the
St Petersburg Philharmonic and the Dresden
Philharmonic, the Leipzig Gewandhaus and the
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Dusseldorf Symphoniker, the City of Birmingham
Symphony and Gothenburg Orchestras as well as
the the BBC National Orchestra of Wales, BBC
Scottish Symphony Orchestra, and two concerts
for BBC Radio 3 with the Ulster Orchestra. He
also conducted a production of Tchaikovsky’s
Queen of Spades at the Opéra National de Lyon.
Elsewhere he has worked with the Baltimore and
Oregon Symphony Orchestras and Melbourne
Symphony. He also maintains a strong name
in Japan having conducted the Sendai
Philharmonic Orchestra, Osaka Century Orchestra,
Sapporo Symphony as well as the Tokyo
Metropolitan Orchestra.
Recorded in Henry Wood Hall, London, from 28th to 29th October 2011.
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